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Introduction
For any homeowner, one of the

greatest obstacles in making sustainable

change is knowledge. Be it an energy audit,

product selection, or making habitual

changes that are founded in environmental

expertise, it can be daunting to commit to

sustainability initiatives. To address this,

Fare Vostro Energy Solutions has developed

the Luta App. Luta is a one-of-a-kind, free

application that can be used by homeowners,

decision-makers, and small business owners

to conduct assessments of major

emissions-producing appliances, namely

furnaces, air conditioners, and vehicles. It

bridges the gap between a cohort of energy

audit experts and the general public to

provide users with short audits of their

homes that are the basis for green changes.

This is not where the app’s impact

stops—Luta also incorporates a wide array

of sustainability-based services, including a

platform for environmentally-friendly

shopping, a discussion hub, and a

greenhouse gas emission tracker. Through a

series of partnerships, the application

integrates the retrofitting process into the

app interface, allowing individuals to

and immediately access a host of regional

surveyors and installers of furnaces and air

conditioners. As a partner with Air Miles

and One Tree Planted, Luta rewards its users

with GHG coins, which can be converted

into Air Miles or used to offset emissions

via tree planting. This revolutionary

resource provides homeowners the chance to

take action without the worry of finding the

expertise for decision-making. The tool

should be used by those considering

sustainable change, interested in discussions

about our climate future, or those simply

wishing to learn more about the

sustainability space.



App Outline

Section Use Benefits

Furnace, AC, and
Vehicle Audits

Conduct a short,
free audit of your

energy
consumption and
greenhouse gas

emissions to assess
the financial and
energy savings

achieved by home
retrofits.

● Save money and reduce emissions
● Comparison of the annual cost and

greenhouse gas emissions of your
current appliance and a retrofitted
appliance

● Connect immediately to service
providers in your area to receive free
quotes for replacing your
energy-inefficient appliances

● Short audits take 1-2 minutes with a
high degree of precision

Community Hub A forum to discuss
sustainability news,

concepts, and
questions with

community
members and
experts in the
sustainability

industry.

● Focus solely on sustainability topics
without advertisements

● Access a community of like-minded
individuals

● Have your sustainability questions
answered by the app’s developers and
sustainability experts

GHG Tracker Track your daily
greenhouse gas

emissions to assess
the influence of

your lifestyle
changes on

sustainability.

● Gain motivation to address
environmental issues by visualizing your
personal impact on greenhouse gas
emissions

● Log your emissions to learn what actions
are most effective at reducing your
environmental footprint

● Share your achievements with others in
the community

Luta Store A shopping
experience tailored
to the sustainable
consumer, offering

only brands with
the highest

commitment to
sustainability.

● Save time by shopping with multiple
sustainability-oriented brands in the
same place

● High-quality selection criteria ensure
that the Luta Store has the lowest
environmental impact

● Support the sustainability movement



How to Audit your Home
Luta’s free energy audits can be

conducted to assess the environmental

impact of your central air conditioning,

furnace, and car. Each audit has been

developed by Fare Vostro Energy Solutions’

experts to minimize the amount of specific

information required while maximizing the

precision of the audit. The entire process of

inputting information takes less than five

minutes, and the results are generated

instantly in an easy-to-read graph. You will

be able to see an estimated value of the

current GHG footprint of your furnace, AC,

and vehicle as well as the cost associated

with the furnace and air conditioning.

Additionally, the Luta app will give an

estimate of the potential GHG reduction

possible by switching to a higher efficiency

furnace, air conditioning unit, or a new

vehicle. This GHG reduction potential is

also converted to an equivalent of trees

planted, showing you how much upgrading

your home and vehicle can help the planet.

Finally, the Luta app offers an in-app

booking system for a free HVAC

consultation or a test drive of their selected

vehicle. Users simply have to input their

basic contact information and Luta takes

care of the rest. This quick and easy feature

in the Luta app provides homeowners with

valuable information regarding their home

and vehicle carbon footprint, and makes it

simple for individuals to improve on these

areas if they so wish.



GHG Tracker

A feature some individuals might

find both helpful and rewarding is the

greenhouse gas emission tracking feature.

This tool allows the user to input the number

of kilometres they travelled in a day and by

what method—selecting from their car,

public transport, carpooling, a motor bike,

bicycle, or walking. The app then uses data

gathered from Natural Resources Canada

and other sources to estimate the total GHG

emissions for that day and the emissions

produced per kilometre. Moreover, the app

will also tell users their average GHG

emissions per kilometre over the last seven

days. This tool is useful for those who are

interested in reducing their transportation

carbon footprint and allows for goal setting

and lighthearted competition between

friends.



Community Hub

Another useful feature included in

the Luta app is the Community Hub. This is

an area of the app where all users can post

questions, articles, or interesting topics in

the climate change and environmentalism

space. There are many active users that

frequent the community hub who are all

passionate about working to create a more

sustainable future. Topics that can be found

on the Community Hub range from

discussions surrounding climate policy to

new technologies to sustainable fashion.

Whatever your interest is in the

sustainability space, there is room for it in

the community hub! Posting and replying is

easy and a great way to connect with others.



Luta Store
The Luta Store offers a variety of

sustainability-oriented brands which have
been selected for their commitment to
reducing environmental impact. By housing
in-app shopping for a range of brands, the
Luta Store is the easiest way for conscious
consumers to search for products which
value sustainability. For all purchases made
in the store users are rewarded with Luta

GHG Coins, which can be redeemed for Air
Miles or for tree planting, a carbon
offsetting method provided by the app’s
partner One Tree Planted. This form of
sustainable consumership streamlines the
search for environmentally-friendly products
while providing rewards that allow users to
take further sustainable action.

Luta Store Brands



Redeeming Luta GHG Coins

To redeem Luta GHG Coins spent in
the Luta Store, or on furnace, AC, and car
upgrades, select “View Your GHG
Rewards” on the home directory. This will
bring you to the rewards portal, which

shows the total number of Luta Coins, as
well as the equivalent amount of tree
planted. Rewards can be redeemed directly
from this section of the app as Air Miles or
for tree planting.



Why Luta?

Luta is an excellent choice for the homeowner who wishes to gain more information about their

home's carbon footprint and what they can do to improve it. Climate change is upon us, and

collective action is something that everyone should be thinking about. The Luta app helps those

passionate about climate change connect with like-minded individuals in a space that is

dedicated to several topics surrounding the climate and environmentalism. This space is also a

great place for those wanting to gain more knowledge to go and engage in discussion. The issue

of climate change is already complex enough and the Luta app helps to simplify certain areas

where all individuals can make a difference.
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